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00. THE FOOL
MAIN MESSAGE 
A new journey

KEYWORDS 
beginnings, trusting the Universe, a time for optimism, not knowing 
what’s coming, naivete, needing to learn new skills, analysis paralysis, 
a leap of faith

CREATOR MUSING 
Trust yourself! Don’t allow analysis paralysis or creative blocks set in 
because you are frozen in fear. Don’t let your over-thinking spoil your 
beautiful magic. :)

WORD PROMPT 
Uncertain beauty

NOTES:



1. THE MAGICIAN
MAIN MESSAGE
Creativity and manifestation powers

KEYWORDS
a powerful ability to bring dreams to life, forging your reality, a 
potent message of your creator magick, bringing thoughts to form, 
connecting to the 4 elements, having talents and skills (even if you 
don’t see them yet!), a need to stay away from manipulation and 
misuse of power, ensuring that intentions are rooted in good

CREATOR MUSING
You have the magic to make it happen. The only question is, how will 
you use this tremendous power, and what will you create?

WORD PROMPT
Alchemical incantation

NOTES:



2. THE HIGH PRIESTESS
MAIN MESSAGE 
Intuitive powers and messages from beyond 

KEYWORDS 
Listening to your intuition, introspection, visions and powerful nudges 
from Spirit, listening to your gut, hearing the heavens, secrets

CREATOR MUSING
Trust your instincts, and allow your projects to germinate in the sacred 
space of the liminal

WORD PROMPT
Sacred sheer

NOTES:



3. THE EMPRESS
MAIN MESSAGE
Nurturing, mothering love from the Universe

KEYWORDS
Divine feminine, embodiment of creation energy, healing, mothering, 
self-love, self-care, compassion, fertility, Gaia

CREATOR MUSING
You can create anything. Are you choosing to create things that 
nurture yourself, and others?

WORD PROMPT
Fruit from the creatrix

NOTES:



4. THE EMPEROR
MAIN MESSAGE 
Successful and strategic structure and leadership

KEYWORDS 
Divine masculine, planning and delivering, building and expanding 
an empire, legacy, a business person, visionary, provider, a time for 
strategic thinking

CREATOR MUSING
Your stable mountain of success is attainable with determination, 
confidence and your strategic leadership. But this mountain is only 
enjoyable when you bring your heart along for the ride

WORD PROMPT
Bedrock

NOTES:



5. THE HIEROPHANT
MAIN MESSAGE
A spiritual teaching or leader, finding the guru or the teacher within

KEYWORDS
Failing or outdated systems or beliefs, crumbling hierarchies or 
institutions, finding faith in yourself, taking care not to give your power 
away to something shiny, a spiritual journey

CREATOR MUSING
It’s time to follow your own set of guiding principles and to create a 
life based on what you believe

WORD PROMPT
Institutionalized kindness

NOTES:



6. THE LOVERS
MAIN MESSAGE 
A choice to fall – or not to fall 

KEYWORDS 
soulmates, lovers, attraction, partnerships, a choice, 
sacred kinship, love

CREATOR MUSING
What would you create if the main ingredient was love? What 
partnership or collaboration? How would your life / work / 
projects change?

WORD PROMPT
• Essence of we 
• Textures of entanglement

NOTES:



7. THE CHARIOT
MAIN MESSAGE
Confident willpower and controlled determination

KEYWORDS
movement, travel, believing in yourself, momentum, taking care not 
to step on others, moving fearlessly towards your dream, control, 
maneuvering different forces or ideas towards the same direction

CREATOR MUSING
You have the horsepower you need to get there…. do you know exactly 
where it is that you are headed? What does the destination look like?

WORD PROMPT
The ritual of will

NOTES:



8. STRENGTH
MAIN MESSAGE 
Gentle influence and strength through courage 

KEYWORDS 
Fierce serenity, innocence, pure thoughts and actions, honest 
tranquility, gentle leadership, flexibility and strength in the face of 
uncertainty, purity, integrity, bravery

CREATOR MUSING
Forcing your way with brute strength is not what’s going to work for 
you. Take a gentle, confident approach and be flexible enough to move 
around any problems with your composed influence.

WORD PROMPTS
• Silent ferocity 
• The quiet courage of angels 
• My inner purr

NOTES:



9. THE HERMIT
MAIN MESSAGE
Going within in order to find your inner light

KEYWORDS
a sage, mentor, wise elder, wisdom, guidance, introspection, 
meditation, taking time away, being anti-social, listening to your heart, 
a time-out, a pause

CREATOR MUSING
When you call on all of your inner gifts, and blend them together, what 
happens? When you listen to your one clear inner-voice, and meditate 
on your path, without the influence of others, what do you find?

WORD PROMPT
Sacred solace

NOTES:



10. WHEEL OF FORTUNE
MAIN MESSAGE 
A lucky time to move ahead

KEYWORDS 
luck, destiny, the ups and downs of life, seeking serendipity, spinning 
the wheel of fortune, fortuitous timing

CREATOR MUSING
We often desire to create change when we feel discomfort, lack or 
dissatisfaction. What do you desire to create when you are in a place 
of joy? When the wheel of fortune is spinning in your favor, do you use 
its momentum to expand?

WORD PROMPT
Cycling vicissitude

NOTES:



11. JUSTICE
MAIN MESSAGE
Truth and integrity will be fairly and justly compensated

KEYWORDS
the law of cause and effect, being responsible for your choices 
and actions, balance, equity, fairness, doing the right thing, karma, 
ethics, consequences, values, knowing right from wrong, legal 
matters, retribution

CREATOR MUSING
The rules of art and creativity are often meant to be broken. As are 
the rules of life. When is it okay to break the rules? What are the 
consequences?

WORD PROMPT
Karmic alterations

NOTES:



12. THE HANGED MUSE
MAIN MESSAGE 
Letting go of tightly held perspectives to see things anew

KEYWORDS 
in flow with the Universe, flipping your perspective, new vantage 
points leading to acquired knowledge, spiritual lessons

CREATOR MUSING
It’s easy to listen to the vox populi to the point of totally yielding to 
the whim and whimsy of others. If you let go of your reputation and 
what others would say, what would your artistic soul desire to create 
for yourself?

WORD PROMPT
Insightful exposure

NOTES:



13. DEATH
MAIN MESSAGE
Death of one thing to make fertile soil for a new seed
 
KEYWORDS
opportunities for rebirth, regeneration and new things, the death 
of a relationship… an idea… a belief or a career, the beautiful 
metamorphosis of letting go of parts of you that are no longer needed, 
making sure you are not holding onto dead dreams and wishes

CREATOR MUSING
What are you letting go of and what are you welcoming in? When you 
move towards new growth, where does it take you?

WORD PROMPT
Rites, passage and rebirth

NOTES:



14. TEMPERANCE
MAIN MESSAGE 
Seek the middle path of moderation and flow with the energies that 
are around you

KEYWORDS 
finding purpose, alchemy, the Goldilocks zone, staying away from 
excess, moderation, a blend of energies, meaningful encounters, 
harmony, balance, yin and yang, turning a life lesson into spiritual gold, 
patience, healing

CREATOR MUSING
If you were to blend all of your gifts and all of your loves, what life 
would you be creating?

WORD PROMPT
Measured moderation

NOTES:



15. DEVIL
MAIN MESSAGE
Oh how tempting these vices can be. And oh how lovely the liberation 
from their pain.

KEYWORDS
addiction, bondage, being manipulated or feeling stuck in the confines 
of your story, needing to loosen up and have fun, liberation

CREATOR MUSING
How on earth will you find your way home when you don’t allow 
yourself the responsibility of being the one to blame for the direction 
you’ve taken?

WORD PROMPT
Servitude

NOTES:



16. THE TOWER
MAIN MESSAGE 
Expect the unexpected, as massive change is shifting your way.

KEYWORDS 
unexpected change, beliefs shattered, paradigms flipped, an 
opportunity to rebuild your life in new ways, being flexible when 
much needed change arrives, finding the light in the chaos

CREATOR MUSING
In the chaos of the tower you will find all the shards of light you need 
to find a brighter future. Sometimes, that which was hidden is finally 
revealed, and you can use these broken realities as foundations for a 
beautiful life.

WORD PROMPT
A rift in reality

NOTES:



17. THE STAR
MAIN MESSAGE
Renewed hope. Your dreams are on the way!

KEYWORDS
expectations, hope rewarded, positivity, renewed hope, dreams 
manifesting, having faith in divine timing, seeing the beauty 
in your situation

CREATOR MUSING
A hopeful heart finds all the opportunities that are showered down. 
This week, look for an amazing new seed to sprout, one that you 
hoped for in the past. Log its arrival.

WORD PROMPT
• Optimistically collected
• The gravity of shadows 
• Birth place of starlight

NOTES:



18. THE MOON
MAIN MESSAGE 
Being unable to see in the dark means trusting your intuition and 
seeking to unveil what lies hidden in the shadows of the moonlight

KEYWORDS 
Illusions, hidden truths, shadows in the moonlight, obscured 
knowledge, that which you cannot see at this time, using your intuition, 
facing your fears, discernment

CREATOR MUSING
We cannot always force creations to grow quickly. Sometimes, 
they must remain in the dark to root and sprout, and find their way. 
Our job is to be the guardians of their spark.

WORD PROMPT
Confusing reflections

NOTES:



19. THE SUN
MAIN MESSAGE
A powerful message of positivity and successful, happy outcomes

KEYWORDS
joy, happiness, celebration, family, forthcoming news of success 
or positive outcomes

CREATOR MUSING
‘When I’m successful, I’ll be happy’ ‘When I’m rich, I’ll be happy.’ 
‘When I find love, I will be happy.’ When you’re happy, you will find 
these things.

WORD PROMPT
Jovial rumination

NOTES:



20. AWAKENING
MAIN MESSAGE 
Awakening to your divine nature

KEYWORDS 
Judgement, facing the music, awakening to your divine nature, 
accepting and forgiving your beautiful soul

CREATOR MUSING
When we accept our true paths – our purpose – our truth – we create 
from a place of true joy

WORD PROMPT
Intrinsic expansion

NOTES:



21. THE WORLD COSMOS
MAIN MESSAGE
Completion and full-circle joy are on the way! 

KEYWORDS
ending of a cycle, success, attainment, celebration, ascension, tying up 
loose ends, travel plans, a reminder to follow through

CREATOR MUSING
Isn’t it lovely how endings and beginnings can look the same when 
you’re happy with your progress?

WORD PROMPT
Vibrational attainment

NOTES:



22. THE MUSE OF I AM
MAIN MESSAGE 
Knowing your own essence 

KEYWORDS 
letting go of doubt, accepting your body – mind – and spirit, the 
essence of spirit and potential, you soul across time and space

CREATOR MUSING
When you tap into the essence of you across the timeline of your life, 
what creation overarches all of your work?

WORD PROMPT
I am _________.

NOTES:



ACE OF INSPIRATION
MAIN MESSAGE 
Positive new beginnings are being sparked and turned into creative 
new ways to vision your future 

KEYWORDS 
new beginnings, fresh inspirations and ideas, opportunities, new 
cycles of manifestation, the genesis of hopes and dreams, creative 
downloads, pushing through blocks, inspiration, illuminated ideas, 
creative new ways of visioning your future

CREATOR MUSING
Our human perception of time is what makes creativity and the 
creation process important. Given all the time in the world, we could 
learn to create anything. Time is what makes our daily movement and 
motion valuable and necessary. How does father time influence your 
creative energy?

WORD PROMPT
• Invocations that spark
• The onset of the blaze  
• Inceptions

NOTES:



2 OF INSPIRATION
MAIN MESSAGE
You could travel and see so many things, but it would be just so easy 
to stay here. Here, where you already know what to expect.

KEYWORDS
Seeking new paths for yourself, the activation of potential, deciding 
between staying in your comfort zone or experiencing what it’s like 
elsewhere, wanting to experience new things, travel and adventure, 
home and family, a heart full of ideas that desire expression

CREATOR MUSING
You create your reality. Your life. People who seem to live 
extraordinary, exciting lives have made extraordinary, exciting choices. 
What life do you dream about? And what stops you from choosing to 
live it?

WORD PROMPT
Dreamy complacency

NOTES:



3 OF INSPIRATION
MAIN MESSAGE 
After taking the initial steps towards your goal, your dreams 
are on the way

KEYWORDS 
progress, waiting for things to click into place, expansion of ideas, 
business opportunities, your dream is on the horizon, clarity on 
ambitions and goals, breathing into any frustration or pause that you 
are experiencing, knowing that things are lining up

CREATOR MUSING
When you’ve taken action, take the time to congratulate yourself! Even 
if the fruition isn’t apparent yet, you’ve moved your chess piece and 
things are aligning around the energy that you’ve moved. How do you 
honour your own courageous attempts and the strong foundations you 
are building?

WORD PROMPT
Fragments of performance

NOTES:



4 OF INSPIRATION
MAIN MESSAGE
Enjoy a milestone event and time with loved ones

KEYWORDS
an event or gathering, community, time with friends and family, a 
celebration, constancy, a happy interval, can signify marriage or 
another important milestone

CREATOR MUSING
When we hold each other sacred in an event of events, we become 
more attuned to the energy of the dance. Are you holding those 
around you – both participants and witnesses, colleagues and clients, 
friends and family – as a sacred part of your story?

WORD PROMPT
A gala of stability

NOTES:



5 OF INSPIRATION
MAIN MESSAGE 
Competition and rivalry 

KEYWORDS 
challenges, competition, “comparisonitis”, a need to collaborate, 
can signify fighting or trying to out-do one another

CREATOR MUSING
Competition can be our best friend when we allow it to push us 
to better ourselves.

WORD PROMPT
Bouts of discord

NOTES:



6 OF INSPIRATION
MAIN MESSAGE
Victory and recognition

KEYWORDS
being seen, victory and coming out on top, a homecoming, a hero’s 
welcome, being recognized for a job well done, being thanked, the 
spotlight, healing your fear of success

CREATOR MUSING
The fear of being seen and the fear of success can foster self-
sabotage. Do they ever block your ability to commit and to really 
‘go for it’?

WORD PROMPTS
• Conspicuousness of success
• The truth of confetti

NOTES:



7 OF INSPIRATION
MAIN MESSAGE 
Defending and protecting your own inner-light

KEYWORDS 
being attacked, a need to defend your position, other people’s 
negative opinions or scarcity mindsets, a need to pay attention 
to your own energy, internal vs. external validation

CREATOR MUSING
On the way to success you will serve as a mirror for those who don’t 
believe in their own success yet. If you show up fearlessly, those who 
fear showing up may be triggered. In this way, creators are activated. 
Sometimes we are activated through the mirror of what we want, and 
sometimes through the mirror of what we don’t. Be open to being 
the mirror for others on their path, even if that means being the thing 
that gives them angst along the way. How do you model or learn from 
those around you? What activates your light?

WORD PROMPT
Obligatory bravado

NOTES:



8 OF INSPIRATION
MAIN MESSAGE
The speed and velocity of freely flowing energy 

KEYWORDS
fast energy, movement, travel, sometimes the breaking free 
of stuck patterns, running with an idea when inspiration hits

CREATOR MUSING
Fast is better than perfect.

WORD PROMPT
Ephemeral chances

NOTES:



9 OF INSPIRATION
MAIN MESSAGE 
Seeing it through

KEYWORDS 
last defense, following through, the final push to finish up, giving up 
too early, being overly vigilant, unwarranted defensiveness

CREATOR MUSING
Excellent starters of projects who don’t have the momentum and the 
energy to finish simply pave the way for someone else to push ideas 
past the finish line.

WORD PROMPT
• Winds of defiance
• A grain of resistance 
• The long haul of happiness

NOTES:



10 OF INSPIRATION
MAIN MESSAGE
The heaviness of too many promises

KEYWORDS
responsibilities and burdens, taking on way too much, a time to see 
other paths that offer help and guidance along the way

CREATOR MUSING
What role does the stress of responsibility play in your life? Do you 
really have to move all of the pots, all by yourself, all at the same time? 
Prioritize and systematize to make your life easier.

WORD PROMPT
Nourishment of accepting

NOTES:



PAGE OF INSPIRATION
MAIN MESSAGE 
Ideation and creativity abound! 

KEYWORDS 
A million sparks of ideas, all the enthusiasm at the beginning, 
brainstorming and planting seeds for new projects and futures, 
successful starts, vibrancy of youth, zest for life

CREATOR MUSING
Exciting new opportunities often mean learning new things and 
figuring out how to use the spark that arrives. Do you ever side-step 
these wildfire opportunities because you aren’t ‘the expert’? Do you 
shut an idea down before it has even begun to blossom?

WORD PROMPT
Rainclouds of ideation

NOTES:



KNIGHT OF INSPIRATION
MAIN MESSAGE
Impulsive creation and inspiration

KEYWORDS
taking a risk, charging ahead, following your dream, fast output, 
spontaneous action, enthusiasm and the galloping pulse that gets 
things done, recklessness, haste

CREATOR MUSING
Do it now, your heart is beating for it. 
How often do you follow that impulse?

WORD PROMPT
• The color of charisma
• Purpose for wild abandon  
• My magnetic symphony

NOTES:



QUEEN OF INSPIRATION
MAIN MESSAGE 
Warm and confident joy

KEYWORDS 
courage, warmth, confidence, power, dynamic enthusiasm, a creatrix, 
engaging conversations, a boisterous, bold and powerful leader

CREATOR MUSING
How often do you mute your intensity? Or soften your passion and 
determination in the name of being liked, understood or fitting in?

WORD PROMPT
The allure of intensity

NOTES:



MUSE OF INSPIRATION
MAIN MESSAGE
Inspirational success and big visions

KEYWORDS
An inspired leader, a visionary, seeing long-term success, thinking 
big, able to bring many moving parts into one large story, remaining 
inspired, taking action

CREATOR MUSING
Without the continuous impulse of inspiration, we create a success 
that isn’t ours to enjoy.

WORD PROMPTS
• Synchronicity sparked
• The finish line of the phoenix
• Visions of another me

NOTES:



ACE OF EMOTIONS
MAIN MESSAGE 
Emotions emerging and the beginnings of new connections

KEYWORDS 
new opportunities, new relationships, the start of exciting new feelings, 
compassion and creativity, emotional intelligence and the intuition of 
the heart, a time to connect with any repressed emotions and heal, 
unblocking creativity

CREATOR MUSING
Connecting – really connecting – what does it look like? Feel like?

WORD PROMPT
Reading your heartwaves

NOTES:



2 OF EMOTIONS
MAIN MESSAGE
A message of relationships and partnerships, and loving connections

KEYWORDS
love, friendship, romance, partnerships, connecting with others, 
soulmates, relationships, mutual attraction

CREATOR MUSING
Partnerships take many forms, and the best creative catalysts offer 
a mutually beneficial win-win for everyone involved. What happens 
when you look at the wins for you vs. the wins for others in your 
creative endeavours and collaborative relationships?

WORD PROMPT
Consorting with devotion

NOTES:



3 OF EMOTIONS
MAIN MESSAGE 
Look to your soul family for support, friendship and joy 

KEYWORDS 
soul sisters, soul siblings, connected hearts, deep friendships, mother-
maiden-crone connections, sometimes a love triangle, connection and 
collaboration

CREATOR MUSING
3 hearts beat stronger than one, and their rhythmic patterns 
interconnect in the most beautiful of ways. Are you listening closely 
enough to hear the heart desires of those you surround yourself with?

WORD PROMPT
Soul collection

NOTES:



4 OF EMOTIONS
MAIN MESSAGE
Don’t miss out on the wonderful things you have, 
while searching for something better

KEYWORDS
boredom, dissatisfaction, seeking better, missing opportunities, 
missing the bigger picture, a time for contemplation and meditation

CREATOR MUSING
‘She was never bored because she was never being boring.’ 
-Pet Shop Boys wisdom

Sometimes we can’t see out biggest talents and gifts because they 
are so much a part of us… so ‘in us’ that they seem completely normal. 
What are the things you do really well, but take for granted?

WORD PROMPT
Apathy and magick

NOTES:



5 OF EMOTIONS
MAIN MESSAGE 
Processing sadness or grief 

KEYWORDS 
grief, loss, getting stuck in a negative pattern or emotion, not seeing 
the way out, allowing an unwanted pattern to become who you are, 
crying over spilt milk, learned helplessness, the time to find new hope 
and turn towards the things that bring you joy, turning your heart to 
the light

CREATOR MUSING
We can become enamored with our own shadows, as they make us 
feel proud to have endured so much. They can make us believe we 
are: ‘deep’ ‘healing’ spiritual’ and ‘profound’ and our ‘dark night of the 
soul’ can give us strength. Love all the parts of you, but don’t love the 
shadow so much that you don’t allow it to be processed, healed and 
released.

WORD PROMPT
Stolen lifeforce

NOTES:



6 OF EMOTIONS
MAIN MESSAGE
Nostalgia and past memories show up in the present 

KEYWORDS
old friends, old loves, old memories coming back, feelings of nostalgia, 
remembering things from the past, a time to reach out to those you 
were close to, a beautiful mirror of how far you’ve come

CREATOR MUSING
You are the future self of your inner child. Do you call on your wisdom 
in order to lead that child enough? Are you modelling the behaviour 
that will get you where you want to be?

WORD PROMPT
Sepia colored recall

NOTES:



7 OF EMOTIONS
MAIN MESSAGE 
Daydreaming about the choices and the future

KEYWORDS 
choosing between desires, manifesting, fantasizing your way into the 
future, needing to choose, prioritizing options, alignment of values, 
illusions, seeing which opportunities are real

CREATOR MUSING
What do you hold dearest? Spirit or Wealth? Success or happiness? 
Color or structure? Metaphor or clarity? Knowing the parameters you 
prefer will help you to create within that bubble, and happily dive into 
your own potential

WORD PROMPT
Collapsing a choice into reality

NOTES:



8 OF EMOTIONS
MAIN MESSAGE
Walking away from that which simply does not fit anymore

KEYWORDS
letting go of old wounds and stories, an opportunity to choose the 
best path for yourself, the first day of a new life, walking away from 
a negative situation, feelings of disappointment

CREATOR MUSING
What needs to be let go of, in order make space 
to create something new?

WORD PROMPT
• Unveiling the sun
• Dropping the frozen parts 
• of the now

NOTES:



9 OF EMOTIONS
MAIN MESSAGE 
Gifts from the Universe coming to you

KEYWORDS 
dreams manifested, getting your rewards, seeking fulfilment and 
satisfaction, gifts and a positive message from Spirit

CREATOR MUSING
At the end of the day all we can create is what’s in our hearts. And 
this is the life we choose. And the one we build. And the one that is 
reflected back at us though the giving strings of the Universe.

WORD PROMPT
Rainbow recognition

NOTES:



10 OF EMOTIONS
MAIN MESSAGE
Joyful, meaningful connection

KEYWORDS
community, a completion, emotional joy and happiness, fulfilment, a 
Spiritual awakening, being heart-led and on purpose, connecting with 
the Universe and with others in love

CREATOR MUSING
Connection is intoxicating.

WORD PROMPT
• Celestial smile
• Knots of love 
• Ancestral bounties

NOTES:



PAGE OF EMOTIONS
MAIN MESSAGE 
Serendipitous, playful and unexpected magick 

KEYWORDS 
seeking joy, synchronicity, creativity, playfulness, finding new 
possibility, opportunities to refresh and rejoice, a mystical and poetic 
energy, a youthful and imaginative person

CREATOR MUSING
Magick happens when you most expect it. ;)

WORD PROMPT
swimming in the visceral

NOTES:



KNIGHT OF EMOTIONS
MAIN MESSAGE
a brewing romantic heart

KEYWORDS
dating, new love, a happy flirtation, wearing your heart on your sleeve, 
loving the idea of being in love, the thrill of the chase, going for it

CREATOR MUSING
The excitement of the fresh. The hunt. The conquest. What kind of 
creator are you? One who loves beginning or one who loves finishing?

WORD PROMPT
The honesty of puddles

NOTES:



QUEEN OF EMOTIONS
MAIN MESSAGE 
Joyful, meaningful connection

KEYWORDS 
love, compassion, creativity, emotional intuition and intelligence, 
connections and relationships, self-care and self-love, feminine nature, 
connection with life, the sea of emotions, accessing how you truly feel 
and sharing your love with others

CREATOR MUSING
We often create with our mind and our heart. Such is the way, right? 
What would happen if you would gift yourself 2 days to create 
something from the heart alone. No rules. No strategy. No logic. What 
would you do?

WORD PROMPT
Tentacles of experience

NOTES:



MUSE OF EMOTIONS
MAIN MESSAGE
Inner-joy and the calm, contemplative bliss of love and compassion

KEYWORDS
Emotional joy and the freedom to feel all of the emotions as a way 
to self-discovery, meditative states, inner-calmness and knowing, 
being totally in-touch with your desires and emotions, balanced and 
peaceful, avoiding moodiness

CREATOR MUSING
The transcendent state of bliss. What does that feel like in your body? 
Where does it reside? What does it take to experience it? And why 
aren’t you doing more of that as a way to regulate the happiness in 
your life?

WORD PROMPTS
• The raft of harmonic alignment 
• Rinsing the shadow

NOTES:



ACE OF VOICES
MAIN MESSAGE 
The flash of clarity and fresh insight 

KEYWORDS 
a new idea or thought, clear thinking, an a-ha moment, finally 
understanding, insight coming through, a new paradigm, an inspired 
way of thinking, new goals and realities

CREATOR MUSING
When a-has comes barreling down from source, it’s time to capture 
and scribe. 

WORD PROMPT
Flashlight of truth

NOTES:



2 OF VOICES
MAIN MESSAGE
Indecision with no clarity in sight

KEYWORDS
choices, indecision, feeling like you are between a rock and hard place, 
not knowing what to do, silent intuition

CREATOR MUSING
This is the moment that makes life exciting. Even though you don’t 
know it now, these moments of ‘which way’ mark beautiful beginnings 
of paths chosen.

WORD PROMPT
The many faces of the wind

NOTES:



3 OF VOICES
MAIN MESSAGE 
A painful separation from your reality 

KEYWORDS 
heartbreak, sorrow, loss, unexpected let- downs, 
relationships ending, pain and wounding

CREATOR MUSING
Inside of our deepest trauma and sadness lie 
the longest trajectories of light

WORD PROMPTS 
• Slices of sadness 
• When the wind howls
• The taste of a broken voice

NOTES:



4 OF VOICES
MAIN MESSAGE
A time for deep rest and healing 

KEYWORDS
sleep, rest and renewal, the edge of burnout, needing to slow down, 
taking the time you need, self-love and compassion, retreat

CREATOR MUSING
How are you replacing your energy, so that you can keep creating 
your path of starlight?

WORD PROMPTS
• Starlight massage 
• Petals that sleep
• Squeezing time for divinity into a lunch break

NOTES:



5 OF VOICES
MAIN MESSAGE 
feelings of defeat

KEYWORDS 
fighting, winning at all costs, a time to extend an olive branch, seeing 
what’s really important, failure, loss, being hurt, bullying

CREATOR MUSING
Sometimes when we lose, we win. And sometimes when we win, we 
lose. Define what winning means to you... not just the end goal but 
also define how you will feel, and how others around you feel. And 
make some boundaries around what you will do (or not do) in order 
to get there.

WORD PROMPTS 
• Social moths  
• Bullied into believing 
• The voice of amnesty

NOTES:



6 OF VOICES
MAIN MESSAGE
a helping hand during a difficult period of transition

KEYWORDS
help coming from unexpected places, a realignment, transitions, 
phases, quiet movement, successful expansion after a period of 
difficulty, crossing thresholds, change

CREATOR MUSING
How could you realign your life so that it better suits you, today? 
What transitory beauty will arise from the uncertainty of crossing this 
threshold?

WORD PROMPT
• Distance covered in the hands of the Muse 
• The missing transitions

NOTES:



7 OF VOICES
MAIN MESSAGE 
Stay clear of trickery, thievery or dishonesty

KEYWORDS 
deception, taking only what you need, being honest and aligned, 
carefully tuning in to see what’s really going on in a situation, seeing 
past illusion and deceit, con-artists and copycats

CREATOR MUSING
While the path of deception into clarity can be one filled with 
disappointment, it can also be dripping with opportunities to create a 
better, more honest and aligned bridge. When you create from YOUR 
voice… YOUR inner-musings and YOUR bridge of truth… what do you 
express? Make the idea YOURS.

WORD PROMPT
• Lies that lie in the aftermath of illusion 
• Stealing voices 
• The color of my true bridge

NOTES:



8 OF VOICES
MAIN MESSAGE
The powering or disempowering effect of belief 

KEYWORDS
feeling stuck, bound, believing you have no choices, a self-tethering, 
no way out, unleashing your ties, seeing truth

CREATOR MUSING
Are you stuck in the weeds of your own creation? Caught in the 
minutiae, assuming you have no choice? See things from a higher 
place – a longer timeline – a better mindset, and notice that you can 
choose to move any time you want.

WORD PROMPT
• The chains of security 
• The bindings that lie 
• Clasping at my scream

NOTES:



9 OF VOICES
MAIN MESSAGE 
The illusions of nightmares or anxiety 

KEYWORDS 
nightmares, night terrors, illusions, anxiety, worry keeping you up at 
night, insomnia

CREATOR MUSING
Dreams help us to process reality, our worries, our day-to-day 
experiences. They are also portals to the liminal. They open up our 
awareness to our own infinite natures.  Are you using your sleep to 
your benefit?

WORD PROMPT
• Screaming to sleep 
• In the arms of the sandman 
• Lullabies and voices

NOTES:



10 OF VOICES
MAIN MESSAGE
Disillusion, being stabbed in the back

KEYWORDS
painful truth or realization, deception or betrayal, seeing the world in a 
completely new way, harsh endings

CREATOR MUSING
Moments of blinding truth offer the most potential to heal, to grow 
and to rise into a greater version of yourself. What version of YOU are 
you rising up to become? What version of your life are you rising up to 
meet?

WORD PROMPT
• Gashed simplicity 
• In the throes of reality 
• 10 truthful voices prepare for battle

NOTES:



PAGE OF VOICES
MAIN MESSAGE 
Curious, intelligent things 

KEYWORDS 
restless energy, a thirst for knowledge, learning, thinking, a student, 
needing to put action behind words

CREATOR MUSING
Do you learn better with your mind or with your heart, my love?

WORD PROMPT 
• Frenetic gifts  
• Restless understanding of the stillness

NOTES:



KNIGHT OF VOICES
MAIN MESSAGE
A quick and intelligent heroic energy 

KEYWORDS
boldly speaking the truth, impulsive and swift energy, purpose-driven, 
fast and logical thinking, a drive to succeed, taking action, intelligence, 
impulsivity, unfocused, overbearing

CREATOR MUSING
Where lies the balance between a total control freak and domineering 
your project to bring it to life, and allowing it to spring forth using 
the inspiration and the wings of the Universe? Do you push or pause? 
Breathe in the inspiration or breath out the idea?

WORD PROMPT
• On the heels of the heroic  
• A wing of truth  
• Distant consequences

NOTES:



QUEEN OF VOICES
MAIN MESSAGE 
Taste the wind, truthspeaker

KEYWORDS 
an honest and astute leader, wisdom, ability to cut through the bullshit, 
clear vision and clear communication, wit, intelligent and wise advice, 
strategic thinking

CREATOR MUSING
When you speak your truth into the world, bravely, honestly, and 
without corruption

WORD PROMPT 
Clearly flapping

NOTES:



MUSE OF VOICES
MAIN MESSAGE
Communicating truth and purpose with your strategic, 
intuitive knowing 

KEYWORDS
truth and integrity, accessing the intelligence and movement of the 
wind, directness, clear speech and communication, honest leadership, 
diplomacy, finding spiritual truth and purpose, bird’s eye view of the 
full picture, blending strategy with intuitive knowing

CREATOR MUSING
Harness the wind as you create, beautiful creator! Use its gentle 
nudges and its massive gusts to push you up the mountain and 
slide you into joy. Have you been walking against the wind lately? 
Or actively turning in the direction of its whispers?

WORD PROMPT 
The walkway of consciousness

NOTES:



ACE OF MATERIALS
MAIN MESSAGE 
Planting fresh new beginnings

KEYWORDS 
exciting new ventures, new opportunities, fresh roots and brand new 
beginnings, future comforts, manifesting abundance, potential for 
massive prosperity

CREATOR MUSING
What are you planting, creator love, with your mind and your heart and 
your wishes?

WORD PROMPT 
On the cusp of an evolution

NOTES:



2 OF MATERIALS
MAIN MESSAGE
Juggling responsibilities and options

KEYWORDS
finding balance, centering, grounding, tasks, too many to-do’s, 
trying to manage too many priorities, financial decisions, managing 
resources, staying afloat, feeling overwhelmed

CREATOR MUSING
Are you doing everything so-so or one thing tremendously well? Are 
you able to manage all of those things you’re juggling?

WORD PROMPT 
Juggler of multiple voices

NOTES:



3 OF MATERIALS
MAIN MESSAGE
Collaboration and siblinghood

KEYWORDS
teamwork, group dynamics, relationships and responsibilities, mentors 
and students, getting along, helping one another, the magic of 
collaboration, coming together for a common goal, fusing energies

CREATOR MUSING
Conscious collaboration can propel our magic ahead, and open infinite 
possibilities for our life. Working with others is a unique joy and 
collaborations hold deep pockets of opportunity. They also highlight 
both our biggest strengths and our biggest flaws, and aligned 
partnerships will compliment and make use of both. //

WORD PROMPT
Collaboration of souls

NOTES:



4 OF MATERIALS
MAIN MESSAGE
Savings and hoarding, abundance and scarcity 

KEYWORDS
counting your money, checking on finances, hoarding, creating 
solid foundations, savings, a time to step into an abundance mindset, 
letting go of lack, building for the future, protection, generosity

CREATOR MUSING
Sometimes we hold back and save to the point that we sabotage 
our ability to create.

WORD PROMPTS
• A shell full of shillings  
• Hoarded generosity  
• A purse full of roses

NOTES:



5 OF MATERIALS
MAIN MESSAGE 
Trying times, hardship

KEYWORDS 
safety and security, feelings of being left out or apart, 
financial difficulties or health struggles, seeking shelter

CREATOR MUSING
How often do you remain outside the door because 
of your own insecurities?

WORD PROMPT
The great hall of love

NOTES:



6 OF MATERIALS
MAIN MESSAGE
Giving and receiving

KEYWORDS
the flow of abundance, giving and receiving in equal measure, being 
charitable, generosity, accepting help from others, power and balance

CREATOR MUSING
Our resources in life are time, money and energy. Which one do you 
give away freely? Which one do you need to say YES to more often?

WORD PROMPT  
May it rain roses

NOTES:



7 OF MATERIALS
MAIN MESSAGE 
A pause to assess the rewards of your work

KEYWORDS 
perseverance, the long-game, investment, manifesting for the future, 
acting for the future, a pause to think, a time to assess your situation, 
gratitude, diligence

CREATOR MUSING
Why the rush, sweet creator?

WORD PROMPT  
A sacred plateau

NOTES:



8 OF MATERIALS
MAIN MESSAGE
Working and perfecting your craft 

KEYWORDS
craftsman / artisan, taking pride in a job well done, building skill over 
time, mastery, being and ‘expert’, dedication and pride, not cutting 
corners, effort vs. laziness, soul purpose

CREATOR MUSING
 Perfection. Our healthy relationship with this word can drive us to 
create beautiful things to the best of our ability, and our unhealthy 
relationships with it can stop us dead in our tracks when we fall 
into compare and despair. How’s your relationship with the Muse of 
Perfection?

WORD PROMPT
Craftsmanshipping your destiny

NOTES:



9 OF MATERIALS
MAIN MESSAGE 
Success found

KEYWORDS 
self-made success, self-reliant, enjoying time alone, wealth, the fruit of 
one’s labor, security and comfort, lavishness, comfort, contentment, 
sophistication, status, prosperity

CREATOR MUSING
What is success to you? Your abstract concept of this is based on…. a 
number? Or a feeling? And how will you know when you’ve reached a 
state of ‘success’? Is it internal or external validation that will announce 
its arrival?

WORD PROMPT
The brim of joy

NOTES:



10 OF MATERIALS
MAIN MESSAGE
Prosperity in community

KEYWORDS
material success, prosperous communities, creating legacy, a dynasty 
of love and wealth, including and helping others, harvest season

CREATOR MUSING
She’s like a tree who has worked on her roots, and now she simply 
waits for the leaves to mirror her progress

WORD PROMPT
• Bound by legacy
• The garden of alchemy

NOTES:



PAGE OF MATERIALS
MAIN MESSAGE 
Manifesting energies

KEYWORDS 
learning how to create abundance, practicing, planning, learning, new 
energy and new beginnings, new skills, working on the future, the 
natural laws of creation

CREATOR MUSING  
What would a growing rose do? Are you using all of your creator 
abilities to bring ideas to form?

WORD PROMPT
Encoded plans

NOTES:



KNIGHT OF MATERIALS
MAIN MESSAGE
Productivity and diligence paying off

KEYWORDS
hard-work, steadfastness, diligence and determination, safety, planting 
and tending seeds for the future, financial security, foundations

CREATOR MUSING
One foot in front of the other, sweet creator. Steady paces makes 
for a beautiful harvest.

WORD PROMPT
The task of joy

NOTES:



QUEEN OF MATERIALS
MAIN MESSAGE 
An energy of nurturing, motherly abundance 

KEYWORDS 
A pillar of abundance and strength, financial wealth and gain, 
unconditional love, mothering and nurturing energy, prosperity, 
trusting in the Universe to provide, lessons of lack and greed, 
seeing your abundance everywhere, earth energy, grounding, 
responsibilities, comforts

CREATOR MUSING
Are you sending nurturing, mothering energy to yourself 
(and to your creations) the way you so readily send it to others?

WORD PROMPT
the highway of fruition

NOTES:



MUSE OF MATERIALS
MAIN MESSAGE
Abundance and earth energy

KEYWORDS
source energy, material success, the journey of creating wealth, 
being able to provide for those you love, the joy of a life well-lived, 
grounding into the earth and being grateful for the opportunities 
you have been given, redirecting your energy if needed, watching 
over your family and your abode, comfort, wealth, health, happiness

CREATOR MUSING
 When you have reached the pinnacle of your goal, 
what do think will really matter to you?

WORD PROMPT
• Experiencing it all  
• Dirt magick  
• And I am fashioned in clay

NOTES:


